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ABSTRACT. In this peper emleaionaof5.',77Aancl6300 A llnee of 01 in Mart i"n Aot.moaphcfOMVO~n in'!ClSt~
gated. It bu 0000 fonnd that for tho 5571A line thoro are two peaks at 90 and.l20 Ian end I!Bto ta! ~tonllity 18
about 3 , :; kR. For the 6300A line, since the rate of quonohlng by CO. molecule. 18 not known, Ita Om l8HIOn profile
ill obtelned for t wo values of quenching coefficient. namoly, 1 X 10- 11 em' 800- 1 and I X10-11 CIU-' sec- t,
It hee boon found to hevo e broad peak at 100-140 km. IIBintensity hae boon found to be 3 and 1 kIt for tho two
values of rate coefficient.

1. Introduction

111< in th e earth's atmosphere, solar radiations
are expected to produce day airglow in the ) [artian
atmosphere. The emissions of 5577A &> 6300Aline in
the day airglow give information of metastable oxy
gen atoms which is important in mnny respects. For
example, in the polar region, the sun remains below
the horizon for several months and therefore
cannot replenish excited oxygen ato ms lost ~y

radiative transitions or by mass movement of air.
Fro m the concentration of excited oxygen atoms
the speed of this movement can be determined.

Emissions of 5577Aand 6300A lines in the earth's
atmosphere have been extensively studied (Wal1aco
and McElroy 1966, Silverman and Bellew 1966,
Zipf 1966, Shapiro 1969, Broadfoot and Kendall
1968, Dandekar 1969). In this paper those line
emission in the day airglow of the Martia n atmos
phere are investigated.

2. ProduCllon or 0 ('5 ) atoms In lh. Martian atmOJpher.

O(1S) atoms Illily be produced by the following
reactions :

•
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co, + h• .... CO + 0 ('S)
k1o + 0 + 0 .... 0, + 0 (lSI
k,

o + 0 + N .... NO + 0 (IS)

(I)

(2)

(:I) •

k"
o + N + N .... N, + O(lS) (4)

Wilkinson and J ohnston (1950) stndied the
absorption spectra of CO, in the region 1440
1670A. They reported an absorption continuum
with a maximum at 149M_ Watanabe et al.
(1953) exte nded the region of observation (1050
1750A) by using helium and argon sources with
a 11'"21 photomultiplier tube coated with sodium
salicylate. They observed three absorption continua
with peaks at 1475, 1332 and 1121A. Another
continuum was observed around 860 A which
was attributed to the ionization of CO, (Sun
and Weissler 1955). Vacuum monochromator
used by them bad a resolution of about lA. The
entire region was reinvestigated and th e absorp
tion coefficients were measured by Nakata et 01.
(1965) at a resolution of O·2A, obtaining more
quantitative K-valne at band centres. The
K-values obtained by Nakata et al, agree well
with the earlier values given by Wata nabe et al.
(1953). From energy considerations, the three
absorption continua have been interpreted as
given in Table J.

Thus O('S) atoms are produced by photo
dissociation in the wavelength range 1176-1050A.
The rate of production of these atoms is given by.

PI = }; n (h.). 8., CO, (5)
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